Cancer Exercise Specialist Brochure Order Checklist
I have tried to offer as much personalization as I can in a brochure we can all use. This form will guide you through all the
options and give you a checklist for information I need you to send me in an email. I will email you a proof to approve.
Please send an email with all of your information to: ExerciseBrochure@gmail.com
Pick a quantity. The following pricing includes personalization, printing AND shipping!
q Qty: 100 is $125 (shipping is included)
q Qty: 250 is $150 (shipping is included)
q Qty: 500 is $175 (shipping is included)
Brochure Information (Only include the ones you want on the brochure!)
Contact Info:
q Name / Academic Titles
q Certifications
q Phone Number
q Address
q Website
q Social Media

Cancer effects so many of us and we are all
touched by someone with cancer. I want to
support you on your cancer journey by offering
individualized exercise programming, education
& guidance. I am passionate about helping
people, particularly by staying active & strong
throughout cancer treatment & recovery as
there are so many amazing benefits in doing so.
I am here for you on your cancer treatment &
recovery journey so let's take charge through
exercise! I look forward to supporting you
during this tough time.

Your exercise program should be tailored to your specific
needs. One size does not fit all!
Your individualized programming is progressive, with
measurable milestones which will give you a sense of
accomplishment and confidence.
There are many factors that are important in long-term
survival from cancer. They include consuming a hearthealthy diet and regular physical activity.
Don't stop moving! Exercise has become an important
part of a cancer treatment plan. Research confirms that
exercising can help you not just survive but thrive during
and after cancer.
Research also shows that regular exercise can greatly
improve physical and mental health during every
phase of treatment. There are no harmful effects on
patients with cancer from moderate exercise. In fact, it has
been demonstrated that those who exercised regularly
had 40% to 50% less fatigue, the primary complaint
during treatment.

Cancer Treatment
and Recovery:
Name
Certified Personal Trainer Organization Name
Certified Cancer Exercise Specialist Cancer Exercise Training Institute

555-555-5555
email address
social media

Name

"It is well known that exercise during chemotherapy can lessen
treatment-related side effects, such as fatigue, pain and nausea."
- Anne M. May, PhD
University Medical Center Utrecht, Netherlands

CANCER EXERCISE SPECIALIST

555-555-5555

Blue / Green
Cancer effects so many of us and we are all
touched by someone with cancer. I want to
support you on your cancer journey by offering
individualized exercise programming, education
& guidance. I am passionate about helping
people, particularly by staying active & strong
throughout cancer treatment & recovery as
there are so many amazing benefits in doing so.
I am here for you on your cancer treatment &

q Write up a bio / mission statement / whatever you want to tell a client about you
q Attach personal photo for back panel of brochure (if you want to use one)
q Attach your logo (if you have one)
q Attach any photos you would like to use in place of the stock exercise photos

recovery journey so let's take charge through
exercise! I look forward to supporting you
during this tough time.

Your exercise program should be tailored to your specific
needs. One size does not fit all!
Your individualized programming is progressive, with
measurable milestones which will give you a sense of
accomplishment and confidence.
There are many factors that are important in long-term
survival from cancer. They include consuming a hearthealthy diet and regular physical activity.
Don't stop moving! Exercise has become an important
part of a cancer treatment plan. Research confirms that
exercising can help you not just survive but thrive during
and after cancer.
Research also shows that regular exercise can greatly
improve physical and mental health during every
phase of treatment. There are no harmful effects on
patients with cancer from moderate exercise. In fact, it has
been demonstrated that those who exercised regularly
had 40% to 50% less fatigue, the primary complaint
during treatment.

Cancer Treatment
and Recovery:
Name
Certified Personal Trainer Organization Name
Certified Cancer Exercise Specialist Cancer Exercise Training Institute

555-555-5555
email address
social media

"It is well known that exercise during chemotherapy can lessen
treatment-related side effects, such as fatigue, pain and nausea."
- Anne M. May, PhD
University Medical Center Utrecht, Netherlands

Name
CANCER EXERCISE SPECIALIST

555-555-5555

Purple / Pink

q Tell me which color combination you would like:
Blue / Green
Purple / Pink
Custom Color combo to match a theme you have established
q There is an inspirational saying “You are braver than you believe. You are stronger than you feel.” on the inside of the brochure.
If you have a short saying you would like to use instead, please include it.
q If you have a different title you would like to use on the front panel of the brochure, let me know. Currently is says
“Cancer Treatment and Recovery: Taking Charge Through Exercise”
q Photo options are on the next page. Please select 4 photos from the top section to use in your brochure (if you do not
have your own photos). There is also an option for a silhouette photo on the inside of the brochure. If you would like to
include it, please select a photo from the bottom section.
q Don’t forget to include your shipping street address! (UPS delivery)

Feel free to email me with any questions you have at ExerciseBrochure@gmail.com

Select 4 photos from this section:
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You can also select one of these if you want the inside silhouette photo:
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